We are beginning from a notion of classical factorization of matrixfunctions (m.-f.) in the spaces L™(r), 1 < p < oo, where J" is a rectifiable closed contour which divides the closed complex plane into parts Z> + (9 0) and 2?~(9 oo) (see, for example [1]). 
<f+(t) -G(t)<p~(t) = g(t)
a.e. on T, g G The solvability conditions and general solution of problem (4) and of equations (5), (6) are represented by the terms of factorization (l)- (3) .
The existence of factorization (l)- (3) is equivalent to a certain property of objects (4)-(6). It is the property intermediate between a finitness of the defect numbers and Fredliolmness.
In other words in the theory of objects (4)-(6) a situation is possible when these objects have a finite indices (finite defect numbers) but these problems are not normally solvable.
By the way we remind a factorization called ^-factorization (i.e. Fredholm factorization), «^-factorization is a following restriction of factorization (l)-(3). The factorization (l)-(3) of some m.-f. G in the space L* is called ^-factorization, if the operators (7) K = GZ 1 A~1P-G+ 1 and K x = G+P+G+ 1 are bounded in [1] . So the factorization (l)-(3) apparatus is not suitable for a study of objects (4)-(6), if one or both defect numbers are infinite. For instance this apparatus is not fit for a construction of semi-Fredholm theory of objects (4)-(6). That is the operators (4)-(6) are normally solvable and one of defect numbers is finite and another of them is infinite. Therefore the necessity arises in a more general notion of factorization.
The situation requiring an expansion of factorization (l)-(3) notion arises for the following two reasons: a) because of expansion of classes G or K which generates infinite discontinuities of operator TQ and WK symbols or zeros of these symbols, b) because of transformation from semi-axis R+ to a finite segment (0, T) or to systems of such segments. I. Spitkovskii [2] formulates a generalized notion of factorization by following manner.
Let be a contour-support r = R. Generalized factorization (g.f.) in L™ of a m.-f. G is called its representation in the form (1) , where as before the conditions (2) are fulfilled (with a substitution of Smirnov's classes by Hardy classes) but in distinction from (3) we have 
Theorem 1 [2]. Collection {«j, is not dependent (under fixed p) on choice of g.f. from G.
With the help of mentioned notion it can be shown the solvability conditions and the general solutions of objects (4)- (5) with generally factorable m.-f. G.
In particular, it turns out that the defect numbers of operator (5) are equivalent correspondingly n a Ta = ^max{Kj,0}, l n l So it is possible that the homogeneous equation (5) has infinite number of solutions (if among the partial indices there are "+" -infinite ones) and infinite number of solvability conditions (if among the partial indices there are "-" -infinite ones).
IfG* 1 G Loo and the operators constructed as operators (7) are bounded it is necessary and sufficient for every j even that one of sets iif is empty.
We see that so defined the generalized factorization's notion is very wide. It unites many concrete realizations worked out by different mathematicians (almost and semi-almost periodic discontinuities, the points of turbulence of power type and power-logarithm type, multiplical periodic discontinuities, U -periodic discontinuities and so on ([3]- [5] ).
Here is only one particular case of g.f. of m.-f. It is an almost periodic factorization (P-factorization) on T = I.
Let AP be an algebra of uniform almost periodic on R functions and AP ± be its subalgebras containing all Fourier exponents of those functions. In P-factorization definition the condition (2) On the one hand, Theorem 2 (and its proof) is a direct analogue of the well-known Muskelishvili-Vekua theorem about invariance of partial indices and general form of an ordinary factorization in Holder spaces. Following this analogy we call the numbers Ai,..., A n the partial P-indices of m.-f. G and the sum Ai + ... + A n its total P-index.
On the other hand, Theorem 2 can be considered as making more precise Theorem 1 about invariance of partial indices and supports of g.f. in Spitkovskii sense. Indeed, if the numbers Kj are introduced as well as it is done by Spitkovskii definition, then So Theorem 1 only gives us an invariance of number of positive and negative i/j.
The particular case is very important when all partial P-indices are equal one to another. At this point there is still one invariant of P-factorization.
It is just a product norms M(G+) and M(G_). In this case the matrix H from the representation (9) is constant and the matrix d(G) = A j(x) = e iu ' x , xeR.
M(G + )M(G_) is uniquely determined. The matrix d(G)
plays an important role in the applications of P-factorization to the study of operators (5) and (6). The questions of existence and stability of the P-factorization multipliers are different, on principle, from the corresponding questions of classical factorization variant. In general, these questions are more difficult than in a classical case. Moreover the cases n = 1 and n > 1 are different on principle and when n > 1 the cases of periodic and almost periodic factorization are different.
Since A ± € AP, then only m.-f. in the class AP together with their inverses can be P-factorable. However it is turned out that the condition G* 1 € AP is not sufficient for P-factorability of m. The class AP W is Banach algebra desintegrating in a direct sum of their closed subalgebras AP+ and AP~ d = {/ € AP~ : /(0) = 0}. It is well known that a classical factorization exists in desintegrate algebras. Therefore it could be thought that an existence of P-factorization for not all m.-f. invertible in AP is connected only with an absence of densintegrating property for algebra AP and, hence, P-factorization could be guaranteed by the restriction from AP to AP W . Really, such analogy is not true.
Here is simplest example of such kind. It is turned out that m.-f. The question of P-factorization existence is very difficult. Meanwhile it is a success to solve it for some particular case of almost-periodic m.-f. only, first of all for block-triangular m.-f. of the form It was clear [6] that if / is a monomial or almost-periodic binomial, then P-factorization always exists and, what is more, can be constructed explicitly by finitely many algebraic operations. The example (10) shows that it is not always a P-factorization of (11) for an almost periodic trinomial even when ni -«2 = 1-There is principal difference between general matrix case and scalar and periodic case G. However it turns out that P-factorability of an almost periodic polynomial m.-f. can be enjured by the conditions imposed not on the number of Fourier exponents of function f(x) but on their location.
The notion of P-factorization is used [6] for a finding of criterion of semiFredholmness and Fredholmness of operators (5) and (6) if the corresponding symbol or presymbol belongs to a class SAP. The condition G G SAP means that G is continuous on R and there exists G ± (t) € AP such that
X-•ioo
Those criterions base on assumption that "local representatives" (almost periodic components) G ± of m.-f. G G SAP in point t = ±oo are P-factorable. Ju. I. Karlovich has found that in case of Fredholmness the P-factorability condition is automatically fulfilled if G AP W . This result can be got with the help of following theorems. Ju. I. Karlovich has found also, that in Hilbert space (R) the results corresponding to Fredholm and semi-Fredholm criterions of operator TG with G G SAP can be intensified at an expense of a deliverance of condition G AP W . However it is necessary to generalize the P-factorability notion of m.-f. G G AP so it could become equivalent to an invertibility of operator TG in I/*?(R). It can be made with a help of substitution the condition (2) for condition (G ,± ) ±1 G 2?*, (¿j-)* 1 G and following assumption. Some operators constructed like type (7) are bounded in the space Bg, where Bi is Besikovich space, Bf, are connected with Bi. The g.f. arises in a natural way in the study of convolution type equations on a finite interval Q = [0,T], T < oo, and on a system of intervals. We emphasize that in this point (in contrast to the classical case of the half-line) even scalar equations yield a matrix problem of factorization. So let be
T < oo.
We consider the convolution type equation
where sign * denotes the convolution operator, and TQ is the operator of restricting on u and / are functions (unknown and known, respectively), k is a given kernel. We extend the equation (13) 
